System-wide Functionality

Wouldn’t it be nice...?
...if my database would help me find things?

Things that would help me/us/you.

- Query methods
  - Count rows in multi-valued tables
  - Count same/different values in tables

- Sort default for queries through attached fields

- ExtendedData
  - Default Sort of Records during Data Entry

- OpenRefine like thingies native to the client
- More embedded collaborative tools - community to tool building, example Specify, github, wouldn’t it be nice to have an EMu Github community that had common formats for documentation and toolsets

[The only way out lies within your mind.]
...if I could fix it before it breaks?

Things that would help me/us/you.

- Development of Help functionality
  - Tools Help
  - Tab Help

- Admin controlled messaging
  - Parent Attachment Warning

[The only way out lies within your mind.]
...if I could fix things after they break?

Things that would help me/us/you.

- Recall
  - Make it work

[The only way out lies within your mind.]
...if reporting was better?

Things that would help me/us/you.

- Pipe-delimited table-values report-option
...if fields worked more intuitively?

Things that would help me/us/you.

- Weighted ordering of hierarchy
- Multimedia tab detail list view

[The only way out lies within your mind.]
...if the registry sucked less?

Things that would help me/us/you.

- Registry entry to create conditional mandatory based on more than one field
- Remove functionality that causes whole group box of fields to be turned off if the last field in the group box is turned off
- Give us a registry option to make whole tabs read-only for user groups

[The only way out lies within your mind.]
Questions, Comments, Thought?

Yes, it would.
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